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3 
Special Procedures

Background to special procedures

What are special procedures?

The Commission on Human Rights (the Commission), in its initial years 
of existence, concentrated its efforts on the creation of international human 
rights standards and did not monitor the human rights situation in specific 
countries. In 1967, the Commission was authorised by the Economic and 
Social Council (ECOSOC) to examine information regarding “gross violations 
of human rights” and study “situations which reveal a consistent pattern of 
violations of human rights” 1. From this point the Commission also took on a 
human rights monitoring role, which expanded over the years to become its 
major activity. To fulfil its human rights monitoring role, the Commission set 
up various procedures and mechanisms that examine, monitor, and publicly 
report on human rights situations in specific countries or on specific human 
rights and issues. These procedures are all together referred to as the ‘special 
procedures’ of the Commission. 

Special procedures are normally entrusted to individuals who are 
independent human rights experts 2, or occasionally to a group of independ-
ent human rights experts 3. They are appointed by the Chairperson of the 
Commission 4 after consultation with the five regional groups 5, consisting of 

 1  ECOSOC Resolution 1235 (XLII). 
 2  Referred  to  as  special  rapporteurs,  special  representatives,  personal  representatives  or  independent 

experts, based on the title given to the specific mandate in the resolution that created the mandate. All 
these mandates perform similar roles.

 3  Referred to as a working group.
 4  Representatives of the Secretary-General and some independent experts are selected by the Secretary-

General based on recommendations by the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (the High Com-
missioner). Two independent experts, the Personal Representative on Cuba and the Independent Expert 
on Minorities are appointed by the High Commissioner.

 5  Commission on Human Rights Decision 2000/109. Countries are organised into five regional groups: 
African; Asian; Western European and Others Group (WEOG); Eastern European; and Group of Latin 
American and Caribbean (GRULAC). However, these groups - footnote carries over to the next page -  
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member States of the Commission. All individuals appointed to special pro-
cedures are expected to be independent, are not paid, and serve in a personal 
capacity for a maximum of six years.

What is the role of special procedures and 
what are the tools at their disposal?

Special procedures are at the very core of the UN human rights system. 
They represent one of the principal achievements of the Commission and 
are among the “most innovative, responsive and flexible tools of the human 
rights machinery” 6. The International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) states that 
special procedures “have provided valuable conceptual analysis on key human 
rights themes; have served as a mechanism of last resort for victims; have 
sometimes prevented serious abuses, and even saved lives, through urgent 
appeals; have served as an early-warning mechanism to draw attention to 
human rights crises; and have frequently provided high-quality diagnoses of 
individual country situations, including by carrying out country missions” 7.

Special procedures can:

1) Undertake fact-finding missions to countries 
Special procedures carry out country missions, in which they meet with local 
authorities, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), human rights defend-
ers, national human rights institutions (NHRIs), communities, individuals, 
and other stakeholders, and visit relevant facilities such as prisons, detention 
centres, sites of evictions, etc. Based on the findings of the mission, they make 
recommendations for action by the concerned government, the Commission, 
and the international community. These interactions can give NGOs and com-
munities a chance to raise issues and highlight violations, and help set up dia-
logues with governments on key issues. Media coverage of country visits can 
help place human rights issues within the public eye. Special procedures are 
also often able to obtain direct relief for victims during their country visits. For 
instance, in 199� the Special Rapporteur on Afghanistan was able to obtain a 
presidential decision to commute the death sentence of some 114 persons into 
a �0-year prison sentence during his country mission 8.

are not entirely based on geography. For example, the WEOG is comprised of Western European States, 
the United States of America (the USA), Canada, Australia, Israel, and New Zealand.

 6  Amnesty  International, United Nations Special Procedures: Building on a Cornerstone of Human Rights 
Protection, (Amnesty International, 2005), p. 5.

 7  ICJ, Reforming the Human Rights System: A Chance for the United Nations to Fulfil its Promise, (ICJ, 2005), 
p. 4. See also I. Nifosi, The UN Special Procedures in the Field of Human Rights, (Intersentia, 2005), pp. 
125-154 where she discusses the extent of the impact of the special procedures.

 8  Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), - footnote carries over to the next page - 
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�) Issue communications and urgent appeals to governments
Special procedures can respond to credible information received from NGOs, 
individuals, and others about a human rights violation by sending commu-
nications to the concerned government setting out the alleged facts, and 
requesting the government to respond to the allegation and to take corrective 
action. Communications are not an accusatory or judicial proceeding but are 
a tool used by special procedures to seek clarification on alleged violations in 
order to ensure the protection of human rights. In �005, special procedures 
sent 1,049 communications to 137 States, addressing �,545 cases. 53% of these 
communications were issued jointly by a number of special procedures 9. The 
very fact that a particular situation has been taken up by a UN human rights 
mechanism can trigger a response from national authorities, prevent or halt 
violations, or ensure other corrective action. For instance, in October �004 a 
joint communication was sent by four special procedures concerning the cases 
of two girls sentenced to death by stoning following trials, which were consid-
ered as unfair by their legal representatives. The special procedures received 
follow-up information confirming that both girls had been discharged and 
acquitted of the death sentence 10.

3) Issue press releases or statements 
In cases of severe human rights violations, special procedures may also issue 
public statements and press releases highlighting their concern about the sit-
uation and call on the concerned government to stop these violations and take 
appropriate measures to correct the situation. These statements and press 
releases are a powerful tool to draw the attention of the media, and the pub-
lic and international community to a situation of concern. For instance, ten 
special procedure mandate holders made a joint statement expressing their 
concern on the mass forced evictions in Zimbabwe in �005 11. This statement 
was widely reported in the press and helped build international awareness 
and action, leading to a mission by the UN Secretary-General’s Special Envoy 
to Zimbabwe.

4) Identify trends or emerging issues 
Special procedures undertake studies on specific topics falling within their 
mandate to gather a better understanding of a problem, explore cross-link-
ages between issues, and suggest solutions. In their annual reports they also 

Fact Sheet N. 27: Seventeen Frequently Asked Questions about United Nations Special Procedures, available 
at: www.ohchr.org/english/about/publications/docs/factsheet27.pdf. 

 9  OHCHR, Special Procedures Bulletin,  (January – April 2006), available at www.ohchr.org/english/bod-
ies/chr/special/BulletinJan-Apr2006.pdf.

 10  OHCHR, Special Procedures of the Commission on Human Rights: Facts and Figures on 2004 Communica-
tions, available at: http://www.ohchr.org/english/bodies/chr/special/Facts%20and%20figures%20on%
202004%20Special%20Procedures%20Communications.pdf

 11  Available at: www.unhchr.ch/huricane/huricane.nsf/view01/C32FD8329AF35B43C125702D00507AEA?o
pendocument. 
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analyse trends in human rights protection or violations as well as emerging 
issues. These reports can be extremely influential in placing violations against 
a particular group or a certain phenomenon on the international agenda. 
The reports of the Special Rapporteur on Extra-Judicial Executions have for 
instance helped draw attention to the killing of individuals because of their 
sexual orientation or gender identity 12.

5) Contribute to the elaboration of human rights standards falling 
within their mandate

Special procedures often elaborate on the content or application of human 
rights standards by studying the application of these standards to specific 
issues or groups, and providing guidance to States on the implementation of 
human rights standards. For example, the Special Representative of the Secre-
tary-General on internally displaced persons developed the Guiding Principles 
on Internal Displacement.

6) Submit reports to the Commission and in some instances the 
General Assembly 

Special procedures submit annual reports to the Commission, and in some 
cases the General Assembly 13, covering the activities relating to their man-
dates, in which they highlight situations of concern, individual cases of human 
rights violations, trends and emerging issues, and make recommendations for 
action. Special procedures also brief the Commission, and in some cases the 
General Assembly, on their findings and recommendations and participate in 
an interactive dialogue with States. The annual reports as well as the briefings 
help draw the attention of the Commission and the international community 
to human rights violations occurring in a particular country or against a par-
ticular group, or significant issues affecting the implementation of human 
rights. They may also serve as an early-warning system on the severe deterio-
ration of the human rights situation in a particular country. 

 12  See Report of the Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary or Arbitrary executions, (58th session of the 
Commission on Human Rights), E/CN.4/2002/74, (9 January 2002), pp. 21, 42.

 13  About one third of the mandates report to the General Assembly according to OHCHR, Fact Sheet N. 27: 
Seventeen Frequently Asked Questions about United Nations Special Procedures, available at: www.ohchr.
org/english/about/publications/docs/factsheet27.pdf. Under the ‘Arria formula’, an informal arrange-
ment that allows the Security Council  to meet with experts, representatives of non-State entities and 
NGOs, some special procedure mandate holders have also briefed members of the Security Council on 
specific country situations, e.g. the Democratic Republic of Congo.
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What are the different types 
of special procedures? 

Country or thematic mandates?

Special procedures are broadly divided into mechanisms that focus on coun-
try-specific situations (referred to as country mandates or mechanisms), and 
those that focus on thematic human rights issues (referred to as thematic 
mandates or mechanisms). 

Country mandates: 

The first special procedure set up by the Commission in 1967 was a country 
mandate, the Ad-hoc Working Group of Experts on Southern Africa 14. Until 
1980, all the special procedures set up by the Commission were focused on 
country situations but currently there are only 13 country mandates 15 out of 
the 41 total special procedure mandates. Country mandates are asked to exam-
ine the ‘situation of human rights’ in a particular country and are generally 
set up for a one-year period after which they are reviewed annually by the 
Commission, though some have been set up for longer periods or an indefi-
nite duration 16. The number of country mandates set up or renewed by the 
Commission has decreased in recent years because of a lack of political will 
to address country situations and resistance to country-specific resolutions 
(there were �6 country mandates in 1998 while there are only 13 in �006).

Thematic mandates:

The Commission created the first thematic mandate in 1980, the Working 
Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances 17. Thematic mandates are 
responsible for monitoring and examining a particular human right or issue 
across all countries 18 in contrast to country mandates, which focus on all 
issues in a particular country. There are currently �8 thematic mandates 19, 

 14  Initially called the Ad-hoc Working Group of Experts to investigate charges of torture and ill-treatment of 
prisoners, detainees or persons in police custody in South Africa, set up under Commission on Human 
Rights Resolution 2 (XXXIII).

 15  Further information on the country mandates is available at www.ohchr.org/english/bodies/chr/special/
countries.htm. See also annex 3.1 which has one-page descriptions of each special procedure mandate, 
explaining its areas of focus, state of cooperation with the government and key developments, available 
on the CD-Rom and on www.ishr.ch/handbook.

 16  The mandate of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian Territories 
occupied since 1967 will be in force “until the end of the Israeli occupation”.

 17  Commission on Human Rights Resolution 20 (XXXVI).
 18  Special procedures, as monitoring mechanisms of the Commission, can examine the situation of hu-

man rights in all UN member States.
 19  Further information on these thematic mandates is available - footnote carries over to the next page -  
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which cover civil and political rights and economic, social and cultural rights 
as well as particular groups that are vulnerable to human rights violations. 
Since 1995, an increasing number of mandates have been set up on economic, 
social and cultural rights issues. Thematic mandates are generally created for 
a three-year period, after which they are renewed periodically.

Working group or rapporteur?

Almost all special procedures are composed of individual human rights experts 
(special rapporteurs, special representatives or independent experts), and only 
four are working groups 20, composed of five human rights experts each. The 
working group format is considered to be more suitable when a collegiate 
body is required, either to promote wider discussions or to render opinions 
on cases with participation of experts from different legal backgrounds. The 
working group model is also favoured by some because of the representation 
from all five regional groups.

Review of the system of special procedures

What will happen to the special 
procedures after the creation of 
the Human Rights Council? 

General Assembly Resolution and review of 
special procedures

The General Assembly Resolution creating the Human Rights Council (the 
Council) provided that the Council would “assume … all mandates, mech-
anisms, functions and responsibilities of the Commission on Human 
Rights in order to maintain a system of special procedures…” 21. The special  

at  www.ohchr.org/english/bodies/chr/special/themes.htm. See also annex 3.1 which has one-page des-
criptions of each special procedure mandate, explaining its areas of focus, and listing country missions, 
pending reports and thematic reports, available on the CD-Rom and on www.ishr.ch/handbook.

 20  The Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances, 
Working Group of experts on people of African Descent, and Working Group on Mercenaries. The Work-
ing Group on Arbitrary Detention adopts opinions on  individual cases and has more of a semi-judi-
cial character than other special procedures. The Working Group on Enforced Disappearances is also 
unique because  it  is concerned with determining what happened to and the  location of disappeared 
persons rather than legal responsibility for individual cases of disappearances.

 21  Para 6, General Assembly Resolution 60/251.
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procedures are therefore carried over to the Human Rights Council, and the 
Resolution requires that the Council continue to maintain a system of special 
procedures. 

The General Assembly Resolution specifies that the Human Rights 
Council shall “review and, where necessary, improve and rationalize all man-
dates” and that “the Council shall complete this review within one year after 
the holding of its first session” 22. The Council will therefore be expected to 
review all special procedure mandates within one year of its first session. This 
clause read along with the requirement that the Council ‘maintain a system of 
special procedures’ indicates that the Council is not obligated to retain all the 
special procedure mandates that currently exist but rather a system of special 
procedures, and has the authority, if the review indicates this is necessary, to 
modify mandates, and to increase or decrease the number of mandates. 

The review of the special procedures will be a crucial process with 
considerable implications for the UN system of human rights protection and 
for the credibility of the Council. All concerned actors will have to direct their 
efforts to ensuring that the review is not used to weaken or terminate special 
procedure mandates for politically motivated reasons. They will have to make 
sure that the process is used to strengthen special procedures and address 
issues that have hampered their functioning, particularly at a political level. 

Mandates up for renewal and expiring terms of 
mandate holders

While all special procedures have been transferred to the Human Rights 
Council, special procedure mandates that were up for renewal at the March 
�006 session of the Commission as well as those where the mandate hold-
ers’ term was coming up for renewal 23 are in a peculiar situation: under one 
possible interpretation of the General Assembly Resolution, these mandates 
will come to an end in July �006 unless explicitly renewed before then. The 
Commission could have renewed these mandates, extended the terms of the 
mandate holders, or appointed new mandate holders but took the view that 
these mechanisms had been transferred to the Council by the General Assem-
bly Resolution, and that it did not have the authority to address these issues. 
To ensure that there is no gap in the protection of human rights 24 and that 
the system continues to function for victims of human rights violations, the 
Human Rights Council should clarify this issue as a matter of priority by con-
firming the continuation of these mandates and of the terms of the mandate 
holders as soon as it meets in its first session. It is likely that it may do so 

 22  Ibid.
 23  For a list of these mandates and mandate holders, see www.ishr.ch/hrm/chr62/SPstatus.pdf. 
 24  When a mandate is renewed or set up, the program budget implications (PBIs) or the estimated costs of 

the activities expected to be carried out by the mandate holder under his or her mandate are calculated 
and attached to the resolution so that these costs can be approved in the budgeting process.
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using an ‘omnibus’ resolution 25 or decision, which affirms the extension of 
all mandates and existing mandate holders until the completion of the review. 
There is a risk however that the Council could delay acting on this matter 
or take politically motivated action against certain mandates. If this appears 
likely, NGOs and other actors will have to push for the omnibus resolution 
ensuring the extension of all mandates in a manner which also guarantees the 
extension of the terms of mandate holders until the completion of the review 
process (rather than one year, in the event that review process spills beyond 
the year specified by the General Assembly Resolution).

Outstanding reports 

In its last session, the Commission did not hear the reports of the special pro-
cedures and has transferred them to the Human Rights Council for further 
consideration at its first session in June �006 26. As many of these reports 
contain important information on country situations and recommendations 
that need to be followed up, it is essential that the Council gives an opportu-
nity to the special procedures to present their reports and discuss their find-
ings and recommendations as early as possible. The Council should therefore 
start receiving the outstanding reports at its first session in June and conclude 
the process at its second session in September.

What will be the scope of the review?

The idea of a review of special procedures did not develop in a vacuum. It 
has been preceded by two broad processes that will be extremely relevant to 
the review and will shape its outcomes. In the last few years, there has been 
an increasing number of attacks 27 on the special procedures that have tried 
to limit the independence or working methods of special procedures. These 
have included suggestions such as regional nominations, non-appointment 

 25  An omnibus resolution is a resolution that covers many issues together. An example of this kind of a reso-
lution is the annual omnibus resolution on economic, social and cultural rights issues, see Commission 
on Human Rights Resolution 2005/22.

 26  Commission on Human Rights Resolution 2006/1.
 27  See  International  Service  for  Human  Rights  (ISHR),  Overview of the 61st Session of the Commission 

on Human Rights,  available  at  www.ishr.ch/About%20UN/Reports%20and%20Analysis/CHR61/
Items%20-%20Analytical%20Reports/Report-overview.pdf and ISHR, Overview of the 60th Session of the 
Commission on Human Rights,  available  at: www.ishr.ch/About%20UN/Reports%20and%20Analysis/
CHR60/CHR60-Overview.pdf. See also M. Lempinen, Challenges Facing the System of Special Procedure 
of the United Nations Commission on Human Rights, (Institute for Human Rights, Åbo Akademi Univer-
sity, 2001), pp. 248–259 where he describes attempts to review the special procedures from early 1990s 
onwards and the conflicting interests of groups who wanted to review the special procedures because 
they were regarded as “too effective and thus a threat for governments which still consider human rights 
to be an internal affair of states” and those who wanted to “make them more effective and enhance their 
relevance”.
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of people working for NGOs, and exhaustion of domestic remedies before 
communications can be taken up (some of these are discussed below). If this 
trend is manifested in the review, the special procedures could be greatly 
weakened and NGOs will have to take steps to counter what we could loosely 
call the ‘negative reform agenda’ and defend the current system to retain its 
current strengths and functions. The second process has been going on for a 
longer period and involves a number of discussions, studies, and suggestions 
by special procedures themselves, UN bodies, States, OHCHR, and NGOs 
identifying the major challenges and limitations faced by special procedures 
and steps that need to be taken to strengthen the system 28. For the Human 
Rights Council to be credible and to make the review an effective process that 
strengthens the special procedures, the review process will need to address 
these challenges and limitations and find solutions for them. We can call 
this the ‘positive reform agenda’. This would involve using the opportunities 
afforded by the creation of the new Human Rights Council to improve the 
current system, strengthen the role of special procedures, and enhance their 
functioning and impact. 

At this stage, it is unclear what the exact scope of the review will be 
and how it will be undertaken. This chapter explores some of the key issues, 
which could be taken up during the review in relation to both a negative and 
positive reform agenda, setting out some background information on each of 
these issues to facilitate discussions and work on these areas 29. The focus is 
also on issues that require political decisions rather than on those that could 
be resolved by the special procedures themselves or within OHCHR.

Issues that may be addressed in the review

Rationalisation of mandates

Historically, special procedures were not developed as a coherent system and 

 28  Since the World Conference on Human Rights, 1993, various attempts have been made to review the 
special  procedures  and  to  enhance  their  functioning.  These  include  a working  group  set  up  by  the 
Third Committee on the follow-up to the Vienna Declaration, and the Working Group on Enhancing the 
Effectiveness of the Mechanisms of the Commission on Human Rights, which submitted its report to 
the 56th session of the Commission, E/CN.4/2000/112, (16 February 2000). For further details see: M. 
Lempinen, Challenges Facing the System of Special Procedure of the United Nations Commission on Human 
Rights, ibid., pp. 249-258. Measures to enhance the special procedures have also been raised in the Sec-
retary-General’s report on Strengthening of the United Nations: an Agenda for Further Change, A/57/387, 
(9 September 2002), p. 13. 

 29  For further information on suggestions put forward by NGOs and States, please see documents sub-
mitted  as  part  of  the  Seminar  on  Enhancing  and  Strengthening  Special  Procedures, OHCHR,  12-13 
October  2005,  available  at:  http://portal.ohchr.org/portal/page?_pageid=1674,1&_dad=portal&_
schema=PORTAL. See also annex 3.2 summarising the main issues and suggestions put forward in the 
seminar, available on the CD-Rom and on www.ishr.ch/handbook.
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the Commission set up mandates on a case-by-case basis. Each mandate was 
envisaged as an individual procedure rather than a mechanism that was part of 
a larger system with mutually reinforcing activities and an overall framework. 
There has also been a rapid increase in the number of mandates in recent 
years 30. This has led to some States and bodies calling for the consolidation or 
reduction of mandates 31 for reasons of: 1) overlap; �) resources; and 3) a per-
ception that the current number of mandates is unmanageable in terms of the 
Commission’s workload. Counter arguments have been put forward for each 
of these concerns. For instance, it has been pointed out that overlaps between 
mandates are being managed by the special procedures themselves through 
greater co-ordination; that overlaps exist because of the overlapping nature of 
human rights issues; and that as special procedures are the main monitoring 
mechanism of the Commission, they need to be prioritised in its work. 

There is a concern that the review process could be used to termi-
nate mandates that are considered by some States to be too effective at what 
they do, or to arbitrarily choose between mandates. As each of the mandates 
performs a role that was considered to be important and emerged as a result 
of detailed political negotiations, it is suggested the review should: focus its 
attention on how the current system can be made more coherent; reflect more 
closely on the role and purpose of the special procedures; and then accord-
ingly define criteria for selection of new mandates rather than pick and choose 
between the existing mandates. 

While the Commission has rarely terminated thematic mandates in 
the past, country mandates have seen more variations with mandates being 
established selectively to address only some country situations when others 
with similar problems exist and then being terminated despite the persistence 
of severe human rights problems in the concerned State. Both thematic and 
country mandates however are subject to uncertainty and the prevailing politi-
cal currents as they have to be renewed on a three-year or annual basis respec-
tively. While looking at adopting criteria for the creation of new thematic and 
country mandates, the Council should also consider measures that could give 
the system more certainty and permanence. 

Key questions include:
What is the central role and function of the special procedures system within 
the UN human rights system?
As the main monitoring mechanism of the Human Rights Council, are the 

 30  The number of mandates has  increased  from 29  in  1997  to 41  in  2006,  see Amnesty  International, 
United Nations Special Procedures: Building on a Cornerstone of Human Rights Protection, (Amnesty Inter-
national, 2005), p. 9.

 31  Some arguments have been advanced that to overcome the ‘excessive proliferation of mandates’ the 
Council should re-establish only a few mandates afresh, or, in a more radical scheme, should dispense 
with  the special procedures system entirely and  transfer  their  functions  to a peer  review process, or 
even to OHCHR. See ICJ, Reforming the Human Rights System: A Chance for the United Nations to Fulfil 
its Promise, (ICJ, 2005), p. 4.

•

•
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current mandates able to perform this role sufficiently or should they be 
extended to cover other key rights, issues, and groups? If yes, what are the 
other rights, issues and groups that should be covered?
Is there an optimum number of mandates? If so, what is the number and 
how should it be identified?
How should concerns about overlaps between mandates, and the issue of 
limited financial and human resources be addressed?
What should be the criteria for the creation of new thematic and country 
mandates 32? Should these criteria be made public?
Who should be involved in identifying new mandates 33? Should this proc-
ess be made public?
Should thematic mandates be made permanent or set up for longer dura-
tions and should country mandates be set up for a minimum of three years, 
instead of one? 
What should be the criteria for terminating country and thematic 
mandates?
What other steps could be taken at a political level to ensure that the special 
procedures work as a coherent system 34?

Working methods

Various attempts have been made to limit the independence of special pro-
cedures by defining their working methods in a way that would restrict their 
functioning and, in particular, their ability to take up communications, meet 
with NGOs in countries, and publicise their findings. These include propos-
als 35 suggesting criteria for admissibility of communications such as the 

 32  The Working Group on Enhancing the Effectiveness of the Mechanisms of the Commission on Human 
Rights suggested the following criteria for rationalisation of mandates: mandates should offer a clear 
prospect of  an  increased  level of human  rights protection and promotion; equal  importance of  civil 
and political and economic, social and cultural rights; avoiding unnecessary duplication; whether the 
structure of the mechanism is the most effective one, with regard to the content and predominant func-
tions of each mandate as well as workload of mandate holders; and periodic review of all mandates. See 
E/CN.4/2000/112, (16 February 2000), p. 6.

 33  Some suggestions in this regard are OHCHR, existing special procedures, and input from NGOs and 
NHRIs.

 34  Some steps  that have already been  taken  in  this  regard by special procedures and OHCHR  include: 
the creation of a co-ordination committee composed of five mandate holders to increase coordination; 
the establishment of a quick response desk to centralise communications; the creation of a database 
to produce statistics on communications and trends of situations of concern; and annual meetings. 
For further details see OHCHR, ‘Background Paper on the role and functions of the special procedure 
system’, (Seminar on Enhancing and Strengthening Special Procedures, OHCHR, 12-13 October 2005), 
available at: http://portal.ohchr.org/portal/page?_pageid=1674,1&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL. 

 35  Initial  discussion paper on  ‘Enhancing  the  effectiveness of  the  special mechanisms of  the  commis-
sion on human rights’ prepared by the Asian Group, (Seminar on Enhancing and Strengthening Spe-
cial Procedures, OHCHR,  12-13 October 2005),  available at: http://portal.ohchr.org/portal/page?_pa-
geid=1674,1&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL. 
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exhaustion of domestic remedies 36; limits on the ability of special procedures 
to carry out country missions by requiring them to coordinate with the receiv-
ing States on itinerary, activities, and interviews; and adoption of guidelines 
for interaction with the media. Implementing suggestions like these would 
have serious implications for the work of special procedures and would greatly 
limit their efficacy. The review process should not be used as an opportunity to 
limit the tools available to special procedures. 

NGOs and some States 37 have emphasised that the weakness of the 
special procedures system derives not from their working methods but from 
the failure of States to cooperate with this mechanism, especially with regard 
to replies to communications or access to carry out a country mission 38. They 
have raised the issue of adequate opportunities for special procedures to brief 
the Council on their findings and recommendations, and the need for more 
regular reporting and follow-up on communications. NGOs and special proce-
dures themselves have also suggested that the special procedures should have 
a key role in acting as an early-warning system 39. 

Key questions on working methods include:
What other tools should be available to special procedures to improve their 
efficacy?
How should reports and communications be discussed with the Council 
and at what frequency 40?
How could special procedures act more effectively as an early-warning sys-
tem, against the occurrence of severe human rights violations in a country, 
and what powers should they be given to fulfil this role 41?
Should special procedures have more contact with the General Assembly 
now that the Council is a subsidiary body of the General Assembly?

 36  Amnesty International has reacted to this proposal pointing out that ”Any such requirement would be 
antithetical to the objective of an urgent action system which aims at rapid action by the Special Proce-
dures to prevent irreparable harm. A requirement of exhaustion of domestic remedies would prevent 
the  Special  Procedures  from  responding  effectively  to  human  rights  violations”.  See Amnesty  Inter-
national, ‘Item II: Working Methods of Mandate Holders’, (Seminar on Enhancing and Strengthening 
Special Procedures, OHCHR, 12-13 October 2005), available at: http://portal.ohchr.org/portal/page?_
pageid=1674,1&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL. 

 37  See the Position Paper of the European Union (the EU) as well as the paper presented jointly by Ar-
gentina, Brazil, Costa Rica, Chile, the Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Panama, 
Paraguay, Peru, and Uruguay, (Seminar on Enhancing and Strengthening Special Procedures, OHCHR, 
12-13 October 2005), available at: http://portal.ohchr.org/portal/page?_pageid=1674,1&_dad=portal&_
schema=PORTAL.

 38  This issue is discussed in greater detail below. 
 39  Report of the open-ended seminar on enhancing and strengthening the effectiveness of the special procedures 

of the Commission on Human Rights, E/CN.4/2006/116, (12 December 2005).
 40  Some suggestions include: creating a specific segment within the Council’s agenda for special proce-

dures to discuss their reports; more regular briefings and updates on communications and country mis-
sions; and participation of NGOs in the interactive dialogue between special procedures and States.

 41  For  instance, special procedures could  request  that an emergency session of  the Council be held  to 
discuss an urgent country situation and be given greater access to the Security Council.
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Selection and appointment of mandate holders

Some States have suggested that the appointment procedure for special proce-
dure mandate holders should be based on the principle of geographical rota-
tion, and that each regional group should, when its turn arrives, nominate its 
candidate for a specific mandate to fill that post 42. Other suggestions include 
selecting candidates from a list of candidates submitted by different regional 
groups 43 and disqualifying salaried members of NGOs or a member of the 
governing bodies of advocacy groups in the area of the mandate for appoint-
ment. There have also been suggestions for moving towards working groups 
with representation from all five regional groups rather than individual special 
rapporteurs 44. The selection process for special procedure mandate holders 
is crucial in ensuring that independent individuals with sufficient expertise in 
the relevant area are selected for each mandate. If this process is handed over 
to a regional process of selection, the independence of the procedures would 
be seriously compromised and these kinds of proposals will have to be care-
fully monitored if they emerge during the review process.

NGOs have identified a need to access a wider pool of candidates 45 
and a more transparent selection process. They support the idea of a roster 46 
of suitable candidates and endorsed the High Commissioner for Human 
Rights’ (the High Commissioner) proposal to appoint an advisory panel, com-
posed of experts from all regions, to help identify the most knowledgeable 
experts for special procedure nominations 47. Some have also highlighted 
the limitations of special procedure mandate holders working in a part-time 
voluntary capacity without receiving any financial remuneration 48. Special 
procedures themselves have stressed that one of the key criterion for mandate 

 42  Initial discussion paper on ‘Enhancing the effectiveness of the special mechanisms of the commission 
on human rights’ prepared by the Asian Group, (n. 35 above).

 43  Observations of the African Group on the initial discussion paper prepared by the Asian Group, (Semi-
nar on Enhancing and Strengthening Special Procedures, OHCHR, 12-13 October 2005), available at: 
http://portal.ohchr.org/portal/page?_pageid=1674,1&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL. 

 44  The decision of the 61st session of the Commission to replace the Special Rapporteur on Mercenaries 
with a five-member working group may be seen as a precedent for this.

 45  Quaker United Nations Office,  ‘Enhancing and strengthening  the effectiveness of  the Special Proce-
dures of the UN Commission on Human Rights’, (Seminar on Enhancing and Strengthening Special 
Procedures, OHCHR, 12-13 October 2005), available at: www.quno.org/geneva/pdf/humanrights/Spe-
cial-Procedures20051013.pdf.

 46  See ICJ, Reforming the Human Rights System: A Chance for the United Nations to Fulfil its Promise, (ICJ, 
2005), p. 6. See also OHCHR, Strengthening the Special Procedures: The Way Forward, p. 3, available at: 
http://www.ohchr.org/english/bodies/docs/special-paper.doc.

 47  Human Rights Watch, ‘Session I: The role and functions of the Special Procedures system’, (Seminar 
on Enhancing and Strengthening Special Procedures, OHCHR, 12-13 October 2005), available at: http://
portal.ohchr.org/portal/page?_pageid=1674,1&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL.  See  also  OHCHR, 
‘Background Paper on the role and functions of the special procedure system’, (n. 34 above).

 48  Quaker United Nations Office, ‘Enhancing and strengthening the effectiveness of the Special Procedures 
of the UN Commission on Human Rights’, (n. 45 above). In contrast, others have expressed concerns 
that paying any remuneration to special procedure could lead to a situation where their independence is 
threatened. 
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holders should be that they are not in government decision-making positions 
and that there should be no link between a given region and any particular 
mandate 49. Issues of maintaining geographical and gender balance have also 
been highlighted.

Key questions include:
How should appointments be made for special procedures to ensure that can-
didates have the required independence and expertise for their positions?
Should there be any involvement of the regional groups in this process?
How can the process be transparent and open?
How can the pool of candidates be widened to get a more diverse range of 
expertise and experience and geographical and gender balance?
Should there be a roster of candidates and how should this be maintained to 
get increased civil society input?
Should mandate holders continue to work in a part-time voluntary capacity 
or should they be made full time and/or given some remuneration?

State cooperation with special procedures

As mentioned earlier, various NGOs and the special procedures have high-
lighted that the lack of cooperation from States greatly weakens the special 
procedures and represents the biggest barrier to their functioning. A review 
process that is committed to a positive reform agenda needs to address this 
issue as a matter of priority. 

The failure to cooperate is especially marked in two areas:

1) Communications – States often do not respond to communica-
tions sent to them by the special procedures at all or send standardised or 
inadequate responses that do not investigate the allegations highlighted in the 
communications. The Special Rapporteur on Violence Against Women has 
highlighted in her most recent report to the Commission that she has only 
received replies from governments for �6% of the communications sent in 
�005 50. 

�) Country missions – As special procedures can only carry out a 
country mission with the consent of the concerned State, States can block 
missions by: refusing to grant permission to the special procedure to visit 
their territory; not replying to invitations sent to them by special procedures 
for missions; or agreeing to the mission but then setting arbitrary conditions 

 49  Report of the 12th Meeting of Special Rapporteurs/Representatives, Independent Experts and Chairpersons of 
Working Groups of the Special Procedures of the Commission on Human Rights and of the Advisory Services 
Programme, E/CN.4/2006/4, (3 August 2005), p. 22. 

 50  E/CN.4/2006/61/Add.1, (27 March 2006), p. 4.
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or denying special procedures access to key facilities and people. In the case of 
some country mandates, States have refused to recognise the mandate 51 and 
have consistently denied the mandate holder access to the country. As of 11 
October �005, only 53 States have issued standing invitations (open invitations 
to visit their countries) to special procedures 52. In some cases despite having 
issued a standing invitation, States do not respond favourably to a request for 
a visit by a particular special procedure mandate holder. 89 countries have 
outstanding requests for visits from 1998 onwards despite 11 of these coun-
tries having issued standing invitations. 54 countries out of these 89 have two 
or more outstanding requests for visits. 64 countries have not received a visit 
since 1998, �3 of which have received a request for an invitation by at least one 
mandate holder 53. 

Various suggestions have been made in this regard. These include: 
granting an automatic right of access to special procedures; a follow-up mech-
anism for non-cooperation with special procedures on communications and 
country visits; and linking cooperation and follow-up to membership of the 
Council 54.

Key questions include:
Should special procedures have an automatic right of access to all countries? 
If not all, then to States that are members of the Human Rights Council?
What measures can the Council take to increase cooperation between spe-
cial procedures and States?
What action should be taken for failure to respond to communications?
What action should be taken for failure to respond to invitations for country 
mission or to cooperate during the mission, or in situations where requests 
have been outstanding for many years?
What should be done in the situation that a State refuses to recognise a 
country mandate?
Should cooperation be linked to membership or other benefits?
Should the Council refer States, which have consistently refused to cooper-
ate with special procedures despite the persistence of serious human rights 
violations in their countries, to the General Assembly or Security Council 
with recommendations for action?

 51  For instance both Cuba and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (the DPRK) refuse to recognise 
the mandates of the Special Rapporteurs on Cuba and the DPRK.

 52  For details see www.ohchr.org/english/bodies/chr/special/invitations.htm.
 53  For details of visits, invitations, and requests for individual countries see www.ohchr.org/english/bod-

ies/chr/special/countryvisitsa-e.htm. 
 54  Human Rights Watch,  ‘Session  I:  The  role  and  functions  of  the  Special  Procedures  system’,  (n.  47 

above).
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Follow-up of findings and recommendations

Linked with cooperation is the crucial issue of follow-up to the findings and 
recommendations of the special procedures, which should be taken up during 
the review. 

The issue of follow-up comes up at two levels:

1) International level – The Commission often failed to follow up 
adequately on the findings and recommendations made by special procedures. 
These were often not discussed sufficiently, and recommendations for action 
were ignored or did not form the basis of resolutions or decisions in many 
cases. For the special procedures to be an effective monitoring and protection 
mechanism, States need to be willing to act on their findings. The Human 
Rights Council needs to develop mechanisms to have an in-depth discussion 
on the findings of special procedures and to take action on the basis of their 
recommendations. States should also be asked to report back to the Council 
on the follow-up action taken, at least on the most significant issues identified 
by the special procedures, and obstacles faced by them in implementation.

�) National level – States do not adequately follow up on the rec-
ommendations of special procedures and on communications at the national 
level. Some suggestions to facilitate follow-up include: formulation of clear, 
concise recommendations by special procedures that indicate priorities and 
recognise financial implications; greater dissemination of the recommenda-
tions and findings of the special procedures within the country (a role for 
OHCHR and UN country teams has also been suggested in this regard); 
greater involvement of national NGOs, NHRIs, and parliaments in the follow-
up process, accompanied by greater accountability for implementation at the 
political level at the United Nations 55.

Key questions include:
What mechanisms should the Council set up to ensure that the findings and 
recommendations of the special procedures are adequately discussed and 
acted on at the international level?
Should mechanisms be set up for States to report back on implementation 
and follow-up? If so, what kinds of mechanisms should be set up?
How should States be held accountable for a failure to adequately imple-
ment and follow up on recommendations?
What mechanisms and processes would contribute to better follow-up at the 
national level?

 55  Report of the Open-ended Seminar on Enhancing and Strengthening the Effectiveness of the Special Pro-
cedures of the Commission on Human Rights,  E/CN.4/2006/116,  (12 December  2005),  pp.  16-17.  See 
also ISHR, ‘Item 2: Working Methods of Mandate-Holders’, (Seminar on Enhancing and Strengthening 
Special Procedures, OHCHR, 12-13 October 2005), available at: http://portal.ohchr.org/portal/page?_
pageid=1674,1&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL. 
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How can NGOs, NHRIs, and parliaments be more involved in ensuring 
follow-up?

Link with the Universal Periodic Review

One possible way to ensure better cooperation and follow-up would be to link 
the work of special procedures with the new Universal Periodic Review (UPR) 
mechanism that the Council will set up 56. There are a number of ways in 
which this could be done, for instance by requiring that the examination of 
States in the UPR process is preceded by missions to that country by selected 
special procedures; asking States to report on implementation and follow-up of 
special procedures recommendations for the UPR; asking NGOs and NHRIs 
to submit information on the extent to which recommendations have been 
followed up; and raising issues of cooperation and follow-up in the discus-
sion, and developing concrete action points at the conclusion of the process. 
Amnesty International has recommended that the work of special procedures 
must be a primary source of information 57 for the UPR. The 1�th annual 
meeting of special procedures also recommended that the reports emanating 
from the special procedures system should be an integral part of the UPR 58.

Key questions include:
Should there be a link between special procedures and the UPR?
What should be the role of special procedures within the UPR?
Should the UPR of any country be preceded by country missions by selected 
special procedures? How many special procedures should visit the country 
and how should they be selected?
How should the UPR process be used to ensure better follow-up and imple-
mentation of special procedures' recommendations?
How can NGOs and NHRIs be involved in this process?

What will be the process of the review?

At present there is very little information on how the review will be carried 
out and who will undertake it. Some States have suggested that the Council 
should set up an open-ended working group to carry out the review 59. What-
ever structure or process the Council adopts to carry out the review, it is impor-

 56  The chapter on Universal Periodic Review discusses this mechanism and related issues in detail.
 57  Amnesty  International, United Nations Special Procedures: Building on a Cornerstone of Human Rights 

Protection, (Amnesty International, 2005), p. 6.
 58  E/CN.4/2006/4, (3 August 2005), p. 24.
 59  ISHR, Report on Consultations and Exchanges of Views on Preparations for the First Session of the Human 

Rights Council, Geneva, 21 April 2006, available at: www.ishr.ch/hrm/UNreform/NewsBulletin/FImpCon-
sultations21April06.pdf.
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tant that there be clear terms of reference for the review defining its scope, 
working methods, and aims, and that it be carried out through a transparent, 
open, and public process. The Council should make a clear provision for the 
participation of all stakeholders such as other States, the special procedures 
themselves, OHCHR, NGOs, and NHRIs in the process. The Council also has 
to ensure that the special procedures system continues to function during the 
review process to avoid any gaps in protection.


